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INTRODUCTION

This guide is intended to serve as reference for instructors who wish to integrate "Moscow News" articles as primary source reading within their courses. Instructors are encouraged to leverage the material as they see fit including integrating within syllabi, assigning as reading for class preparation or use in online courses as background for discussion posts. The articles identified in this guide are also a valuable resource for guided research.

This is a complimentary resource; however, the linked URLs will only work with accounts authenticated to the subscribing institution. Further distribution is not permitted.

ABOUT THE MOSCOW NEWS

"Moscow News" (pub. 1930-2014) was the oldest English-language newspaper in Russia and, arguably, the newspaper with the longest democratic history. From a mouthpiece of the Communist party to an influential advocate for social and political change, the pages of "Moscow News" reflect the shifting ideological, political, social and economic currents that have swept through the Soviet Union and Russia in the last century.

In its early years, "Moscow News" largely served as yet another weapon in the Soviet Union’s propaganda arsenal. However, starting in the 1980s, "Moscow News" flourished into an influential independent resource and a strong proponent of Gorbachev’s policies of glasnost and perestroika. The newspaper became a platform for advocates of radical reform, as well as a forum for discussing traditionally taboo subjects, such as the repressions and show trials of the 1930s, the Katyn massacre of Polish officers by Soviets, and more. Its reputation for critical, independent reporting makes "Moscow News" a valuable resource for understanding the tumultuous years surrounding the collapse of the Soviet Union, and the new challenges facing Russia in the Putin era.

The "Moscow News" Digital Archive contains all obtainable published issues (1930-2014, approx. 60,000 pages), including issues of the newspaper’s short-lived sister publication "Moscow Daily News" (1932-1938). The "Moscow News" Digital Archive offers scholars the most comprehensive collection available for this title. It features full page-level digitization, complete original graphics, and searchable text, and is cross-searchable with numerous other East View digital resources.

HOW TO USE THIS GUIDE

The curriculum guide is arranged in broad topics aligned to curriculum related to the history of Russia, the Soviet Union and the Former Soviet Union as well as the history of the Cold War and U.S./Russian relations. Key articles are identified with a citation and a persistent URL, which will allow for direct linking to the article from accounts authenticated into the subscribing institution. The persistent URLs will not work and should not be distributed to users that are not associated with the subscribing institution. The selected articles may not be printed or otherwise distributed in course packs.

ABOUT EAST VIEW INFORMATION SERVICES

East View is a leading provider of native and translated foreign language information products and services, including Russian, Chinese, and Arabic databases, print periodicals, books and microforms. The company serves all geographies and many market segments, including academic institutions, government organizations, corporations, public and federal libraries and law firms.

ABOUT EAST VIEW GLOBAL PRESS ARCHIVE®

Global Press Archive (GPA) is in initiative to index, digitize and consolidate global newspapers regardless of language or origin to create the most comprehensive archival collection of digital news sources. GPA’s mission is to bring uncommon information from extraordinary places to academic markets through a program focused on: Preservation, Digitization, Discovery, and Access.
THE SOVIET PERIOD, 1922-1991

GROWTH UNDER ‘SOCIALISM IN ONE COUNTRY’

First Five-Year Plan

“Large Increases in Industry Planned,” *Moscow News*, No.1, October 05, 1930, Page 2 of 8, Persistent URL: [https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49777898](https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49777898)

“Second Year of Plan Ends with Success,” *Moscow News*, No.1, October 05, 1930, Page 2 of 8, Persistent URL: [https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49777898](https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49777898)


“ELECTRIFICATION—DNIEPERSTROI,” *Moscow News*, No.15, December 17, 1930, Page 8 of 8, Persistent URL: [https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49777968](https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49777968)

“ELECTRIFICATION IN 3rd YEAR OF FIVE YEAR PLAN,” *Moscow News*, No.17, December 27, 1930, Page 1 of 8, Persistent URL: [https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/4977911](https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/4977911)

“USSR COTTON BOOMING WITH COLLECTIVIZATION,” *Moscow News*, No.6, January 27, 1932, Page 3 of 8, Persistent URL: [https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49746036](https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49746036)

“BIG STRIDES IN SOVIET LIGHT INDUSTRY,” *Moscow News*, No.7, February 02, 1932, Page 8 of 8, Persistent URL: [https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49746001](https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49746001)

“New Textile Invention to Save Labor, Metal and Power,” *Moscow News*, No.24, April 28, 1932, Pages 10 of 12, Persistent URL: [https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49746138](https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49746138)

16th Party Congress

“‘SPECIAL QUARTER’ TO DOUBLE SPEED,” *Moscow News*, No.4, October 20, 1930, Page 1 of 8, Persistent URL: [https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49777878](https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49777878)

“Declaration of N. Bukharin To the Central Committee of the All Russian Communist Party (b),” *Moscow News*, No.11, November 26, 1930, Page 6 of 8, Persistent URL: [https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49777926](https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49777926)


“Factory Technical Schools Grow Fast Education Comes Closer to industry,” *Moscow News*, No.41, June 08, 1931, Page 3 of 8, Persistent URL: [https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49746410](https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49746410)


Stalin’s “Dizzy with Success” speech


Ukrainian Famine
a. “Fake Beggars in Moscow Streets Collect for Priests and Drink,” Moscow News, No.61, September 17, 1931, Page 5 of 8, Persistent URL: https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49746770


“Russia praises Ukraine for pulling 1930s famine resolution at UN,” Moscow News, No.38, September 26, 2008, Page 5 of 32, Persistent URL: https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49715033


Soviet Union Initiatives Non-Aggression Pacts


“Soviet-Finnish Pact Concluded,” Moscow News, No.6, January 27, 1932, Page 1 of 8, Persistent URL: https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49746034

“POLISH-USSR PACT,” Moscow News, No.6, January 27, 1932, Page 1 of 8, Persistent URL: https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49746034

“Pact is Signed With Latvia,” Moscow News, No.9, February 12, 1932, Page 2 of 8, Persistent URL: https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49746011


United States of America recognizes USSR


Ivan Bunin wins Russia’s first Nobel Prize in literature


Second Five-Year Plan

“From the Sixth to the Seventh Congress of Soviets,” Moscow News, No.3, January 17, 1935, Page 3 of 12, Persistent URL: https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49761331


FACTS AND FIGURES,” Moscow News, No.16, April 29, 1979, Page 10 of 15, Persistent URL: https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49785805

17th Party Congress


Soviet Union joins League of Nations


“LITVINOV’S SPEECH AT 100TH SESSION OF LEAGUE COUNCIL,” Moscow News, No.5, February 02, 1938, Page 4 of 12, Persistent URL: https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49761561


CONSOLIDATING POWER PRE-WORLD WAR II
Kirov assassinated and the beginning of Stalinist purges
“Group Expelled For Aid to Foes Of Soviet Union,” Moscow Daily News, No.135, October 12, 1932, Page 4 of 4, Persistent URL: https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49727815

“Kirov, Champion of Humanity’s Emancipation,” Moscow News, No.49, December 06, 1934, Page 3 of 12, Persistent URL: https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49745774


Third Five-Year Plan & 18th Party Congress

Persistent URL: https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49763771

“THIRD FIVE-YEAR PLAN FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE NATIONAL ECONOMY OF THE USSR (1938-1942),” Moscow News, No.14, April 03, 1939, Page 2 of 24,
Persistent URL: https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49763515

“Soviet Trade in Third Five-Year Plan,” Moscow News, No.16, April 17, 1939, Page 7 of 23,
Persistent URL: https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49763609

“Economic Progress of the Soviet Union During the Five-Year Plans,” Moscow News, No.45, November 06, 1939, Page 16 of 23,
Persistent URL: https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49763917

Soviet Annexations and Occupations

“SPEECH OF COMRADE V.M. MOLOTOV,” Moscow News, No.38, September 18, 1939, Page 3 of 24,
Persistent URL: https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49763990

“NOTE OF GOVERNMENT OF USSR HANDED TO POLISH AMBASSADOR IN MOSCOW ON MORNING OF SEPT. 17, 1939,” Moscow News, No.39, September 25, 1939, Page 2 of 24,
Persistent URL: https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49762940

“Why Red Army Crossed Polish Frontier,” Moscow News, No.39, September 25, 1939, Page 8 of 24,
Persistent URL: https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49762962

“Arrival of Von Ribbentrop, German Foreign Minister,” Moscow News, No.40, October 02, 1939, Page 4 of 23,
Persistent URL: https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49763209

“Statement of Von Ribbentrop to TASS Correspondent,” Moscow News, No.40, October 02, 1939, Page 4 of 23,
Persistent URL: https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49763209

“On the Conclusion of a Germano-Soviet Treaty on Amity And the Frontier Between the USSR and Germany,” Moscow News, No.40, October 02, 1939, Page 4 of 23,
Persistent URL: https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49763209

“On the Conclusion of a Treaty of Mutual Assistance And Friendship Between the Soviet Union and The Democratic Republic of Finland,” Moscow News, No.49, December 04, 1939, Page 3 of 23,
Persistent URL: https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49763436

“Pravda’ Discusses Treaty of Mutual Aid and Friendship Between USSR and Democratic Republic of Finland,” Moscow News, No.50, December 11, 1939, Page 2 of 24,
Persistent URL: https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49763327


“German Atrocities and Wrecking in Estonia Revealed,” *Moscow News*, No.96, November 29, 1944, Page 2 of 4, Persistent URL: [www.eastview.com](https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49765796)


**Trotsky is assassinated in Mexico**


**The Great Patriotic War (1941-1945)**

Stalin names himself head of government, May 6, 1941

Nazi Germany’s invasion of Soviet Union, June 22, 1941

Fall of Berlin on May 2, 1942

German surrender at Stalingrad, February 2, 1943

**The Moscow Conferences, September 29, 1941-December 26, 1945**


Fourth and Fifth Five-Year Plans, 1945-1955


Cold War Begins


De-Stalinization and ‘The Thaw,’ 1953-1956

Stalin Dies, March 5, 1953

“Secret Speech to the Twentieth Congress,” February 14-25, 1956

Khrushchev’s ‘Virgin Land’ program, 1954-63

Nixon and Khrushchev “Kitchen Debates,” July 24, 1959

*Coverage drops from 1949-1956, See Database Note*


“Vice-President Nixon in USSR,” *Moscow News*, No.61, August 01, 1959, page 1, Persistent URL: [https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49776541](https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49776541)


**Space and Nuclear Exploration Begins**


“SOVIET MAN IN COSMOS,” *Moscow News*, No.15, April 15, 1961, Page 1 of 28, Persistent URL: [https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49778475](https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49778475)


**Berlin Wall is built**

“N. S. KHURSHCHOV’S Interview with the American Publisher G. COWLES,” *Moscow News*, No.18 (593), May 05, 1962, Page 4, Persistent URL: [https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49780146](https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49780146)


**Brezhnev Era, 1964-1982**

**Soviet Invasions, Demilitarization Grows, Dissident Movement**


“REPORT of the Central Committee of the YCL (Komsomol) and Its Tasks Arising Out of the Decisions of the 23rd Congress of the CPSU,” *Moscow News*, No.21, May 21, 1966, Page 14 of 47, Persistent URL: https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49610838


“All means of transport at your disposal,” *Moscow News*, No.12, March 27, 1971, Page 3 of 22, Persistent URL: [https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49616887](https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49616887)


“Governor Warren E. Hearnes: ‘There are some things we can learn’,” *Moscow News*, No.8, February 26, 1972, Page 6 of 31, Persistent URL: [https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49619511](https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49619511)

“Solidarity of millions with the peoples of Indochina strengthens,” *Moscow News*, No.8, February 26, 1972, Page 7 of 31, Persistent URL: [https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49619512](https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49619512)


“SOYUZ-APOLLO: All performed their job excellently,” *Moscow News*, No.31, August 09, 1975, Page 10 of 15, Persistent URL: [https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49622719](https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49622719)


“PRESS CONFERENCE BY A.A.GROMYKO IN BONN,” *Moscow News* (Supplement), No.48, December 09, 1979, Page 11 of 31, Persistent URL: [https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49785727](https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49785727)


**Afghanistan War and International Boycotts/Embargoes**


**The Rise of Gorbachev, 1985-1989**


Persistent URL: [https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49630629](https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49630629)

“Time to Make a Choice: Reykjavik and the planet’s security,” *Moscow News*, No.46, November 23, 1986,
Page 3 of 23, Persistent URL: [https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49630650](https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49630650)

Persistent URL: [https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49709085](https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49709085)

“IN ISRAEL ON A CONSULAR MISSION,” *Moscow News* (Supplement), No.49, December 06, 1987, Page 7 (22) of
23, Persistent URL: [https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49790632](https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49790632)

“At Home!” *Moscow News*, No.8, February 26, 1989, Page 1 of 15,
Persistent URL: [https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/4979318](https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/4979318)

“NEW DIMENSIONS IN THE AFGHAN PROBLEM,” *Moscow News*, No.13, April 02, 1989, Page 3 of 15,
Persistent URL: [https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49792924](https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49792924)

Persistent URL: [https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49793365](https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49793365)

“BERLIN WALL DESTROYED BY ITS CREATORS,” *Moscow News*, No.47, November 26, 1989, Page 6 of 15,
Persistent URL: [https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49793019](https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49793019)

“GORBACHEV’S ENIGMA,” *Moscow News*, No.48, December 03, 1989, Page 9 of 16,
Persistent URL: [https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49792992](https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49792992)

Persistent URL: [https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49792985](https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49792985)

Persistent URL: [https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49799712](https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49799712)

“Lights Out for Chernobyl,” *Moscow News*, No.49, December 13, 2000, Page 1 of 12,
Persistent URL: [https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49634959](https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49634959)

“Chernobyl Era,” *Moscow News*, No.50, December 20, 2000, Page 3 of 12,
Persistent URL: [https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49634987](https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49634987)

Persistent URL: [https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49977362](https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49977362)

“Many more walls yet to be torn down” *Moscow News*, No.40, October 06, 1991, Page 12 of 16,
Persistent URL: [https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49796719](https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49796719)

Persistent URL: [https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49977467](https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49977467)

Persistent URL: [https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49977265](https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49977265)

“Beyond the Wall,” *Moscow News*, No.29, August 04, 2009, Page 2 of 23,
Persistent URL: [https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49717168](https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49717168)
The Dissolution of the Soviet Union, 1990-1991


“All the President’s Power,” *Moscow News*, No.8, March 11, 1990, Page 8 of 31, Persistent URL: https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49631667


“Is the country entering a season of coups?” *Moscow News*, No.34, September 01, 1991, Page 4 of 15, Persistent URL: https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49797017


“WHAT I HAVE READ, HEARD OR SEEN,” *Moscow News*, No.51, December 22, 1991, Page 3 of 15,
Persistent URL: [https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49796864](https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49796864)

“USA cautious so far,” *Moscow News*, No.52, December 29, 1991, Page 6 of 15,
Persistent URL: [https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49796454](https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49796454)


“Mikhail Gorbachev Celebrates His 75th Birthday,” *Moscow News*, No.7, March 03, 2006, Page 2 of 16,
Persistent URL: [https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49985705](https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49985705)

“Russia Celebrates Day of State Flag,” *Moscow News*, No.33, August 22, 2008, Page 10 of 24,
Persistent URL: [https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49714213](https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49714213)

“A Very Russian Coup,” *Moscow News*, No.63, August 19, 2011, Page 1 of 15,
Persistent URL: [https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49720154](https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49720154)

**Post-Soviet Union**

**Boris Yeltsin and the Russian Federation**

Persistent URL: [https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49616146](https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49616146)

Persistent URL: [https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49782504](https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49782504)

“Our International Commentaries,” *Moscow News*, No.14, April 08, 1972, Page 7 of 31,
Persistent URL: [https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49618320](https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49618320)

“Deepening the process of detente,” *Moscow News*, No.35, September 08, 1973, Page 7 of 15,
Persistent URL: [https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49620275](https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49620275)

“For peace and collective security in Asia,” *Moscow News*, No.41, October 19, 1974, Page 23 of 31,
Persistent URL: [https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49621722](https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49621722)

“Russian banks sound the alarm,” *Moscow News*, No.48, December 01, 1991, Page 5 of 16,
Persistent URL: [https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49796607](https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49796607)


“Moscow: no large gangs have been exposed,” *Moscow News*, No.42, October 15, 1993, Page 14 of 16,
Persistent URL: [https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49798631](https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49798631)

“President’s trap? A trap for the President,” *Moscow News*, No.42, October 15, 1993, Page 1 of 16,
Persistent URL: [https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49798626](https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49798626)

“Flight from the besieged White House,” *Moscow News*, No.44, October 29, 1993, Page 3 of 16,
Persistent URL: [https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49798503](https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49798503)


**Financial Crash and Yeltsin Resigns, 1998-1999**


“Impeachment or Ban on CPRF?,” *Moscow News*, No.12, March 31, 1999, Page 2 of 12, Persistent URL: [https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49799962](https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49799962)


“Boris Yeltsin, the Great and Terrible,” Moscow News, No.1, January 19, 2000, Page 3 of 12, Persistent URL: https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49634454


THE RISE OF PUTIN & NEW AUTHORITARIANISM, 2000


“Metals Merge is a Bailout in Disguise,” *Moscow News*, No.5, February 13, 2009, Page 8 of 23, Persistent URL: https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49716491


**Putin’s Second Premiership, 2008-2012**


PUTIN’S THIRD PRESIDENTIAL TERM, 2012-PRESENT

Persistent URL: https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49720030

“Putin Faces Down Protests,” *Moscow News*, No.16, March 06, 2012, Page 1 of 15,
Persistent URL: https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49722199

“For whom the bell tolls,” *Moscow News*, No.18, March 13, 2012, Page 5 of 15,
Persistent URL: https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49721676

Persistent URL: https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49722059

Persistent URL: https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49721263

“Changing the Trade Rules,” *Moscow News*, No.62, August 28, 2012, Page 1 of 23,
Persistent URL: https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49721774

“The upside of the Snowden saga,” *Moscow News*, No.30, August 06, 2013, Page 16 of 24,
Persistent URL: https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49722482

“New law sparks gender studies debate,” *Moscow News*, No.30, August 06, 2013, Page 23 of 24,
Persistent URL: https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49722490

“Obama’s Unpalatable Fudge,” *Moscow News*, No.31, August 13, 2013, Page 15 of 24,
Persistent URL: https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49722441

“‘Unloved and unwanted’” *Moscow News*, No.32, August 20, 2013, Page 4 of 24,
Persistent URL: https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49722403

“Better a bad peace,” *Moscow News*, No.32, August 20, 2013, Page 16 of 24,
Persistent URL: https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49722386

“Anti-gay laws? Don’t take the bait,” *Moscow News*, No.35, September 12, 2013, Page 3 of 8,
Persistent URL: https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49722312

“Sex in the Soviet closet,” *Moscow News*, No.35, September 12, 2013, Page 6 of 8,
Persistent URL: https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49722321

“Street clashes erupt in Kiev,” *Moscow News*, No.47, December 05, 2013, Page 1 of 8,
Persistent URL: https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49722347

“Can’t we all just get along?” *Moscow News*, No.48, December 12, 2013, Page 2 of 8,
Persistent URL: https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49722291

“Sochi snub,” *Moscow News*, No.50, December 26, 2013, Page 3 of 8,
Persistent URL: https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/49722469

“Speaking to Soviet Winter Olympic legends,” *Moscow News*, No.1-2, January 16, 2014, Page 8 of 8,
Persistent URL: https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/50135721

Persistent URL: https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/50135723